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Thor and Woden, Isis and Osiris, are absent. Of far-famed books, he will find the 
Iliad and Odyssey, but not the Aeneid. The Divine Comedy and Decameron are 

omitted, making room for fifteen lines on Fors Clavigera. He will find romanti- 
cism but not classicism. Should he then seek relief, he will find julep and sling, 
but not cocktail; port, claret, Burgundy, Sauterne, but not Bordeaux, Tokay, or 

chianti; he will find maraschino and curacoa, but not Chartreuse, Benedictine, ver- 

mouth, or creme de menthe. The humor of this we must characterize as Fal- 
staffan, since the dictionary does not recognize Rabelaisian. 

To conclude, if one bears in mind its definition of drastic ("active; strong and 

forcible; thorough"), one is tempted to say that no brief review of this dictionary 
can be sufficiently drastic. 

PERCY W. LONG 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 

Games for the Playground, Home, School, and Gymnasium. By JESSIE 
H. BANCROFT. New York: Macmillan, I909. Pp. 456. $I.50. 
All who are interested in the teaching of games will be grateful to Miss 

Bancroft for this collection of four hundred. The book is arranged on the best 
possible working basis for the teacher. The descriptions are clearly and ex- 
plicitly given. The indexes will be of great help in stimulating the average 
teacher to try new games, and will assist her to enlarge her repertoire of 
workable games for all conditions. This stimulus to the teacher is a much- 
needed factor in both the school and the playground. 

It is to be regretted that in so complete a presentation of the games of 
skill, there is not to be found a handling of the material from the present 
psychological viewpoint. So much work has been done on the origin and mean- 

ing of games that we have come to understand the games of skill as situations 
or problems which are worked out through the earlier adjustments and co- 
ordinations. They differ from more highly evolved problems only in the mode 
of expression and degree of complexity in the relation between means and end. 
The mode of expression in most games of skill is through the motor channels 
that are already capable of a fairly high degree of adjustment. The child is 

solving problems in practical life when he is measuring his own strength in the 
"how far," "how much," etc., of any particular game that he chances to play. 
What Miss Bancroft calls the "playing value" of the game depends upon the 
effectiveness with which the problem in any game can be handled by a group 
of players. Until we realize more fully that the problem in the game is the 
intellectual element of it we shall find ourselves attempting to justify the use 
of the game in education. 

The child does not work at one form of problem and play at another; but 
both works and plays when his whole being is really enlisted in the effort to 
gain the desired end. The reason we think of any particular form of activity as 
work and another as play is because, first, we do not realize the necessary 
relation between play and work in all activity which promotes growth, and, 
second, we fail to see that many times the child is struggling over the mode of 
expression rather than over the end he wishes to express. When the mode of 
expression is sufficiently acquired any activity may become playful in character. 
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If Miss Bancroft had made her study of the uses of games in the terms of 
more modern psychology the suggestiveness of her carefully prepared introduc- 
tion would be greatly enhanced. She touches the modern thought in her re- 
marks on "games for various ages and conditions." There is little to be said 
about the few "singing games" in the book. The dramatic game has a very 
different function from the game of skill and the two forms should not be con- 
fused. The historical study of the place of the two forms in the life of the past 
will show us how to distinguish between their use in the school life of the 
present. 

CAROLINE CRAWFORD 

TEACHERS COLLEGE 

Selections from the Economic History of the United States (1765-1860). 
By GUY STEVENS CALLENDER. Boston: Ginn & Co., Igog. Pp. 
xviii+8I9. $2.75. 
This book is intended for college and university classes in economic history, 

but it will prove useful in the libraries of secondary schools. Many of the selec- 
tions will be helpful to students pursuing the ordinary courses in American 
history in the preparation of papers or reports on assigned topics. 

According to the editor's view, "the economic history of a country ought to 
embrace three fairly distinct matters: first, it should describe and explain the 
economic life of a people at all stages of their development; second, it should 
investigate the relation of economic life to politics; third, it should attempt to 
show the influence of economic life upon the social evolution of the country" 
(Preface, p. iv). It is in accordance with this conception of his task that the 
editor has been guided in "his selection of topics and arrangement of materials." 

Without holding to the socialistic doctrine known as the economic interpreta- 
tion of history, he has nevertheless and naturally stressed the influence of eco- 
nomic conditions on the course of politics. As an example, take the following 
passage from an introduction to one of the chapters: "There has always been 
a disposition to hold the old confederation responsible for the economic difficul- 
ties of the time, and to give to the new government which followed it credit for 
the prosperity which came with its establishment. There is very good reason, 
however, for thinking that the causal relation between economic and political 
conditions is really the reverse of this. Economic conditions over which gov- 
ernment had little or no control, wrecked the old confederation; while a pros- 
perity, slowly prepared by influences that were for the most part independent of 
politics, smoothed the way for the establishment of the new government and in- 
sured its extraordinary success..... Commercial considerations were no doubt 
the chief influence leading to the constitutional convention" (pp. I80-8I). In a 
similar spirit he also writes: "Hard times have always produced some kind of 
political activity in this country. In later times it has consisted in nothing more 
serious than putting one political party out of power or an attempt to do so; but 
in our earlier history it had more serious consequences. Nullification in South 
Carolina and the similar movement in New England, which resulted in the Hart- 
ford Convention, were very largely the result of economic depression. In a 
similar way the two most important events in our political history, the separation 
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